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ABSTRACT 

Visible light communication system (VLC) is known for the greater solution for data transmission of radio 

frequency communication. VLC communication is practiced to take full advantage of its large bandwidth, fast data 

transmission speed and high security. Fast tracking globalization demands for security of data transmission, speed of 

getting them and availability. Aim of this project is to implement the VLC, improve safety issues, increase the system 

speed performance and develop an IoT plug-in module. Steps must be taken into account prior to designing the project, 

such as component behavioural checking. Understanding of single data transmission must be well versed before taking the 

project to the next level of multiple data transmission. For father understanding of VGA system the flow of designing the 

system need to start from one bit of data to 8 bit of data. After all the phase of design and testing the system, each of the 

design need to integrate which each other and interface with the prototype. VLC design and VGA system is obtained and 

displayed. In conclusion, the implementation of FPGA based VLC is achieved. 

 
Keywords: visible light communication system, FPGA, LED, parallelism. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Data is the most valuable resource in the world. 

Smartphones and the internet have generated data 

abundant, ubiquitous and far more valuable. Traditionally, 

data is transmitted through the wire from one place to 

another. The security of the data is not secure as the data 

can be physically hacked. Visible Light Communication 

(VLC) is the promising candidate for replacing the 

traditional data transfer. The VLC can provide 

communication and illumination concurrently. Besides, 

based on the flexibility in altering the design from users, 

an embedded system using SoC on FPGA kit is becoming 

more popular and developed. In this paper, a system is 

designed to read data from FPGA and transfer from VLC 

Transmitter to the Receiver based on visible light 

communication technology. 

The visible light itself is necessary for life on 

earth and so tends to be inherently safe for humans. VLC 

modulates the light; it provides a quick flash, which the 

eye cannot detect. However, we used to fast flickering 

lights such as from TVs, computer screens, and 

fluorescent lamps. Modern screens have been designed to 

refresh at frequencies above those that the human eye can 

detect. A typical human eye will react to wavelengths 

from about 390 to 700 nm. In terms of frequency, this 

resembles a band near 430–770 THz. Compared to VLC, 

the wavelength for the communication is between 375 to 

800 nm with the band frequency between 400 and 800 

THz [1] [2]. 

Two VLC Transceivers will be designed to 

transfer the data from transmitter to the Receiver. Each of 

the FPGA will be installed with one transmitter and one 

Receiver. Then, the application of the VLC System with 

transmitter and receiver will be tested by displaying the 

result on the LCD Monitor. This is the first phase of the 

project. Then add more transmitters and Receivers to the 

FPGA to increase the rate of data transmission. Lastly, the 

final phase of the project is the application of the system 

with multiple VLC Transceivers.  

IoT is the current technology that most of 

designers need to implement in their project. In this 

project, the cloud storage will be the communication 

between two devices to verify the status of data 

transmission. We will be used the nodemcu module as the 

cost for the device is cheaper and the devices have built-in 

Wi-Fi module. However, there is an issue with the device, 

as we need to integrate the FPGA board with the nodemcu 

module. The solution for the problem is integrating serial 

communication of the TX and RX of the module and the 

GPIO pin in the FPGA. 

This paper is about designing and implementing 

of FPGA-based visible light communication, that will 

focus on designing FPGA as the transceivers and 

implementing the Visible light communication. In this 

paper, the VLC Challenges will not be touched in deep 

consideration since it beyond my field of study. The VLC 

challenges that was considered an acceptable level for this 

project is suggested by the engineer.  

Based on the objective above, for the first stage 

we focus visible light communication implementation with 

the De1-SoC board. By implementing the visible light 

communication in the project, the safety of data 

transmission is already enhance as the process of data 

transmission must have transmitter that will send the data 

to free medium space and the receiver that can capture and 

retrace the original data. Then, we need to develop the 

parallelism architecture in the FPGA and design the 

multiple transmitter and receiver with the board. Next, we 

will designed the VGA system for displaying the result of 

data transmission which is an image. Finally, the 

communication of system with cloud will be develop as 

the signal is important to verify the status of data 

transmission and the component that will be used for the 

IoT implementation is nodemcu from arduino family. 
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RELATED WORK 
 

A. Human communication 

The beginning agreement among the arrangement 

of the conceptual landscapes and the used concepts in the 

minds of the communicating parties worrying a significant 

share of human communication. The cause of confusion is 

distinctive subjective connotations of a word. On all levels 

of relevance, technical communication requires exact 

agreement. Different improvements of an agreed abstract 

concept can be mismatched with each other and thus lead 

to serious misinterpretations. The utmost importance is 

that the properties of a concept made clear, in order that 

unsuited implicit assumptions can be distinguished.  

 

B. Field-programmable gate array 

Fields-programmable gate array (FPGA) is the 

semiconductor device that can reprogram the desired 

application or functionality requirements after 

manufacturing. There are many FPGA boards has been 

developed by the Altera company and Xilinx company. 

The FPGA board that will be used in the VLC system is 

DE1-SoC board as the board is the latest version of 

development kits. Figure-1. Show the block diagram of 

DE1-SoC board. DE1-SoC can be used to integrate a large 

amount of logic in a single IC and most of the physical 

system requires a real-time operation to interface high-

speed constraints. In designing the Transceiver, VHDL 

(VHSIC Hardware Description Language) is commonly 

used to write text models that describe a logic circuit 

because the advantages of using the language for system 

design that allow the description of a concurrent and the 

behaviour of the required system to be described and 

verified before synthesis tools translate the design into real 

hardware.  The implementation of VHDL for hardware 

description, visual editing of logic circuits and vector 

waveform simulation will be design in the Altera Quartus 

II software.  

 

 
 

Figure-1. The diagram of DE1-SoC board. 

 
C. Configurable logic blocks 

A Configurable Logic Blocks (CLB) is the 

elementary part of an FPGA, permitting user to employ 

any logical practicality among the chip. This is often 

accomplished by the use of two sets of comparable parts 

among a block or slices. Two different kinds of slices 

currently known, the SLICEL and SLICEM. Every CLB 

will contain either a SLICEL and SLICEM or two 

SLICELs. There are roughly doubled as several SLICEs 

than SLICEs on a chip, although the accurate numbers 

vary by device. These slices contain a network of carry 

logic, three varieties of multiplexers, four look-up-tables 

(LUTs) and eight flip-flops (FF). To avoid gaining lost, 

Figure-2. Show the interior structure. The parts mentioned 

when this all exist as items among a slice. This reality 

does not mean that the complete is just the total of its 

parts! There are some distinctive options to the slices 

themselves that enable an FPGA to expand its practicality. 

First, the slices of a CLB are not connected to every 

different. They are physically orientated, so they will 

relate to constant slice kind (SLICEM or SLICEL) among 

CLBs on top of or below, creating columns. This permits 

interconnections between SLICEM and SLICEL in a very 

column to form giant scale functions. The characteristic 

feature of the two slice sorts is that the configurability of 

the SLICEM. SLICEM are often designed so the look-up 

tables among it will act as shift registers or as knowledge 

storage additionally to its traditional logic practicality. 
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Figure-2. The internal structure of SLICEL. 

 

D. Application of FPGA with VLC 

One of the applications for FPGA with VLC is 

“On Real Time VLC Channel Emulator”. A channel 

emulator (CE) can be understood as virtual tool able to 

model a physical communication channel. In other words, 

the CE emulates real channel impairments affecting signal 

transmission quality in a communication system. For 

instance, a typical use of CE is the real-time performance 

testing of recently developed systems under laboratory 

conditions. Commercial CEs tailored for radio frequency 

(RF) are commonly too expensive to be affordable for 

academic community. Thus, several CE concepts mostly 

FPGA-based were proposed. Optical wireless 

communication via light also known as VLC became an 

important in the field of modern wireless communication. 

Unlike in RF area, there exists no CE suitable for VLC 

system performance evaluation. In fact, visible light 

propagation is not easily comparable to the propagation of 

RF electromagnetic waves. Obstacles on the path between 

the transmitter and receiver have a major impact on light 

propagation through the optical channel. More 

specifically, most surfaces are opaque and diffuse which 

results in light spreading limitation. Furthermore, 

diffraction phenomena do not apply so extensively as in 

RF. System performance comparison has extensively 

relied on specific set-up considerations, which differ from 

author to author. The availability of a VLC CE would 

significantly modify this landscape. All input parameters 

and VLC CE setting are user defined as highlighted by the 

settings and input parameters definition block in Figure-3. 

 

 
 

Figure-3. VLC channel emulator block diagram. 

 

Another Application of FPGA with VLC is 

“FPGA Implementation of VLC Communication 

Technology”. The vlc technology uses visible light as a 

carrier to implement data transmission. Compared to 

traditional wireless communication, VLC has much 

broader spectrum, which could provide higher 

transmission rate and less error rate, with less power 

emission by using LED as a producer. To implement the 

VLC technology, the entire design is based on the 

architecture of OSI (Open System Interconnection) model 

of VLC shown in Figure-4. Accordingly, it is applicable to 

use VLC technology to realize Ultra-Wide Band (UWB) 

https://blog.digilentinc.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/CLBDiagram.jpg
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service as high-speed multimedia communication. There is 

a variety of approaches to achieve UWB system in reality 

with different principles and structures. However, current 

and existing researches are suitable for traditional wireless 

communication networks, instead of meeting UWB 

network for an efficiency of MAC mechanism with 

coordination of multiple users sharing a common channel. 

 

.  
 

Figure-4. OSI model of VLC technology. 

 

VISIBLE LIGHT COMMUNICATION 

Visible light communication (VLC) has grown in 

the last few years into a research area of interest and is 

being presented as a complementary technology to the 

currently saturated radio-frequency systems. Radio 

Frequency communication (RF) has been widely used as 

the RF waves easily penetrate the walls and the range of 

the communication is larger. The increase in the mobile 

data traffic is affected by the increasing of the number of 

devices accessing the mobile networks and the 

development of social services such as Facebook and 

Twitter. The disadvantage associated with radio frequency 

communication is the interference since most wireless 

devices today are electromagnetic and the transmission 

power beyond a certain limit results in risks to human 

health. Visible light occupies the bandwidth from 380 nm 

to 750 nm and corresponding to a frequency spectrum of 

430 THz to 790 THz is shown in Figure-5. to prove that it 

has higher bandwidth than RF. VLC security is better 

compared to RF as the receiver only can capture the 

signals if the transmitter resides in the same room. 

Traditionally most of the visible light had been using for 

illumination, but nowadays visible light can be used as the 

communication and it can save more power that is 

required for the radio frequency communication [3]. 
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Figure-5. Electromagnetic spectrum [3]. 

 

A. Light emitting diode 

The Evolution of LED technology contributes the 

advancement to VLC system with a higher efficiency of 

data transfer and longer range of communication. 

Illumination characteristic and switching speed is the 

reason for the advancement of LED. Figure-6. showing the 

improvement in light output per LED over time. 

Nowadays, illumination moving from incandescent or 

fluorescent to LED and predicted to become predominant 

method for room illumination as the LED can save energy 

and reduce cost. LED is supplied by low voltage power, so 

it is safer than supplied by high voltage power and it is 

particularly applicable to the public. In economy, if 

compared the incandescence with LED the energy 

consumption for LED is better and lifespan is more than 

ten times as an ordinary incandescence. Switching speed 

of LED offer advantage of high efficiency and great 

potential in lighting market. Another factor that affects 

switching speed of LED is the switching type LED driver. 

Traditionally, the use of silicon power device results in 

low switching frequency that usually slower than several 

hundreds of kHz, so to solve the problem GaN power 

device has been utilized to replace the traditional silicon 

power device that can achieve 10-MHz switching 

frequency. In maximum data rate, the silicon power device 

limited by several tens of kb/s and GaN power device can 

be up to 1 Mb/s. 
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Figure-6. The improvement in light. 

 

B. Transceiver 

Transmitter and Receiver are the components for 

VLC system. The combination of transmitter and receiver 

is called transceiver that can emit and receive data at the 

same time. In transmitter design, there will be modulator 

or encoder, output driver and LED. For the receiver, the 

design consists of Photo Detector, Transimpedance 

Amplifier, Low Pass Filter, and Modulator. Figure-7. and 

Figure-8. shows block Diagram of VLC Transmitter and 

VLC Receiver. 

 

 
 

Figure-7. Block diagram of VLC transmitter. 

 

 
 

Figure-8. Block diagram of VLC receiver. 

 

C. Transmitter 

VLC Transmitter an electro-optical transducer 

device that transmits data using visible light waves over 

the free space optical medium.  Data is input to universal 

asynchronous receiver/transmitter (UART) terminal and 

then stored in the soft processor core of FPGA. Then data 

is transferred through transmitter core by general-purpose 

input-output (GPIO).  For this type of VLC transmitter, 

consideration must be taken due to several implementation 

problems. First, switching speed of LEDs restricts the 

bandwidth. However, noise levels from background lights 

and the transmitted power limits long-distance 

communication. Thus, optical power must be provided 

sufficiently by the output driver to encounter the expected 

range of communication and follow visibility security 

issues. 

 

D. VLC channel 

Direct line-of-sight (LoS) is one of the rigid 

needs of VLC. Though, diffused channel configurations 

are also used in some instances for indoor applications. 

The data carried by light emittion from LEDs are in free 

space optical medium. The range of transmission depends 

on the emitter’s light intensity, which becomes an 

important parameter. Sunlight, road or streetlights and 

many more are examples of various external light noise 

sources. In link, design must consider these major 

problems. They worsen the strength of emitted light and 

may cause incorrect prompting of the photodiode. The 

receiver can even get saturated H to high intensity of 

optical noise, making it “blind”. Thus, optical adapters and 

optical filters should be utilised to cut this influence. 
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E. Receiver 
An optic-electronic transducer the VLC receiver 

gets data, beforehand in the visible light spectrum it is 

modulated, and transforms into an electrical signal 

proficient of being handled by a demodulator-decoder. To 

ensure good performance of the VLC system it is crucial 

to get the right outline. The existence of high noise 

interference and low-level signals among other factors. 

Originating at the system’s emitter, the visible light pulses 

are collected in a photo-detector. The responsively, field 

of view (FOV), and active area are parameters that 

characterize the detector. Larger service area can be kept 

with a receiver with wider FOV. Yet, with wider FOV, 

performance will be affected since it will also capture 

noise contributions, including higher energy. Unwanted 

spectral content can be eliminated and advance 

performance through optical filtering. Photodiode works in 

photoconductive mode when biased, creating proportional 

current to the amount of light collected. A preamplifier 

with a large gain-bandwidth and low distortion product is 

required since this current is of small value. The best 

compromise between bandwidth and noise for this kind of 

applications are the transimpedance amplifiers. A band-

pass filter is needed to remove unwanted frequencies from 

noise sources such as incandescent lamps and fluorescent 

lamps from the resulting voltage signal. To reduce the DC 

noise component of the captured signal as well as other 

very low-frequency components, DC signal filtering is 

necessary. In an established prototype, utilization of extra 

voltage limiting amplifier is needed to adjust the output 

voltage range to the input range of the receiver’s ADC.[2] 

 
F. Modulator 

The binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulator 

is a digital modulation that we can outline in the FPGA. 

The outline is pre-modulation filtration, which is utilized 

for lessening the bandwidth. 

 

 
 

Figure-9. Modulator conception. 

 

Figure-9. shown the conception of BPSK 

modulator. The upper branch creates sine wave and the 

lower branch acquires the bipolar modulating signal, 

which is utilized for the 180° phase change of the carrier. 

The frequency of the carrier is 10.7 MHz the low-pass FIR 

filter acknowledges the pre-modulation filtration with the 

cut-off frequency associated with the symbol rate. The 

symbol rate of the modulation is 1200 Bd and the block 

diagram of the modulator with pre-modulation filtration is 

isolated into 2 figures. The part with the carrier generator 

and the mixer is shown in Figure-10.[4]. 

 

 
 

Figure-10. The carrier generator and the mixer.[4]. 

 

The part with the pre-modulation FIR filter is 

shown in the following Figure-11. 
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Figure-11. The pre-modulation FIR filter. [4] 

 

G. Transimpedance amplifier 

In designing a transimpedance amplifier circuit, 

we need a large enough capacitor must be placed in 

parallel with the feedback resistor to stabilize this circuit. 

This type of electronic equipment will be enforced 

mistreatment associate op-amp circuit configuration. 

Transimpedance amplifiers area unit usually accustomed 

convert the tiny currents generated by sensors into 

quantitative voltages. The current source represents the 

current that would be generated by a sensor connected to 

the amplifier. The current generated by most sensors is 

very small. This means for the transimpedance amplifier to 

produce any meaningful voltage, an appropriately large 

resistor value (RF) must be chosen. To choose component 

values and predict how the amplifier will operate, you can 

use the governing equation shown below. As the equation 

illustrates, the resistance value you choose for this circuit 

is equivalent to the gain of the amplifier. 

 

−Ip × Rf = Vout                                                            (2.1) 

 

H. Low pass filter  

A low-pass filter is a circuit offering simple entry 

to low-frequency signals and troublesome section to high-

frequency signals. In elective words, low-frequency 

signals experience a ton of less demanding with less 

protection and high-frequency signals have a way tougher 

acquiring through that is the reason it is a low pass filter. 

Victimisation resistors with either capacitors or inductors 

are a low pass filter. A low pass filter made out of an 

electrical device and a low pass RC filter is a condenser. 

Also, a low pass RL channel is a low pass filter with an 

electrical device relates degree. We will experience every 

sort of circuits. Each circuit has the effect of going through 

low-frequency signals though obstructive high-frequency 

ones. A Low pass RC filter could be a filter circuit made 

out of an electrical device and condenser that goes through 

low-frequency signals, while square high-frequency 

signals. To shape a low pass RC filter, put the electrical 

device is serial to the sign and the condenser in parallel to 

the sign. A low pass RL filter could be a filter circuit made 

out of an electrical device that goes through low-frequency 

signals and blocks the high-frequency signals. To shape a 

low pass RL filter, the electrical device is set serial with 

the sign and the electrical is set in parallel to the sign. 

 

I. Photodiode  

A photodiode is one kind of light detector, usual 

to change the light into current or voltage supported the 

method of operation of the device. It contains optical 

filters, built-in lenses and surface areas. These diodes have 

a slow time interval once the range of the photodiode will 

increment. Photodiodes square measure alike to general 

semiconductor diodes, nevertheless, they will be either 

noticeable to let light come to the fragile a piece of the 

device. Once a photon of plentiful vitality strikes the 

diode, it makes a part of the device with a hole and this 

process is known as the inner photoelectric effect. If the 

immersion arises within the depletion region junction, then 

the carries are removed from the junction by the inbuilt 

electric field of the depletion region. The whole current 

through the diode is the blend of the absence of light and 
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the photocurrent. Subsequently, the missing current ought 

to be diminished to boost the affectability of the device. 

Figure-12. Demonstrate the regulation of Photodiode. 

 

 
 

Figure-12. The working of photodiode. 

 

PARALLELISM 

To increase the performance of data transmission 

in the VLC system, parallelism structures had been used in 

designing the system. The VLC system will have four 

engines to transfer the data and in every line, there will 

divide into four execution tasks. In parallelism, there are 

two ways in which the components can be composed to 

create parallel computing structures, one involving 

temporal parallelism and the other spatial parallelism. 

Both computing structures will be used in the VLC 

system. Figure-13. Show the temporal and spatial 

parallelism process. Temporal parallelism involved in 

dividing the executions in the pipeline if there is no data 

dependency among the instructions, so the instructions can 

be simultaneously executed in different functional units 

only if there are no resources conflict. Spatial parallelism 

structures are considered as a set of code of blocks 

consisting of multiple threads and each thread correspond 

to sequences related instructions. The temporal and spatial 

parallelism will be discussed in the session below.[5] 

 

 
 

Figure-13. The temporal and spatial process [4]. 

 

A. Temporal parallelism 

Temporal Parallelism is available when these 

tasks are repeated on a time sequence of images or on 

different resolutions of images. For example, the system in 

which motion of a moving object is estimated takes a 

sequence of images of the moving object and performs the 

same set of computation on all image frame(s). The 

processing of each frame or a set of frames can be done in 

parallel with the processing of frames of other time 

instances. 

 

B. Spatial parallelism 

To increase the throughput without expending 

extra memory space, the solution is using stream 

computation through pipelining. This has turned into a 

fitting strategy for FPGA-based custom registering. Other 

than that, custom registering always offers elite and 

devour less power. By utilizing spatial parallelism, 

excellent execution can be done with a custom circuit. 

Besides, the creation of FPGA with semiconductor 

innovations has expanded the computation execution and 

efficiency of the on-chip integration and fast Input/Output. 

Spatial parallelism can increment the number of operations 

executed at every machine cycle until the point when 

every one of the assets has been spent and this is 

additionally clarifying how a duplicating of pipeline work. 

The principle work for parallel handling is the need and 

desire to have high performance, better cost to 

performance ratio, and enhanced the scalability. Spatial 

parallelism alludes to the strategy to process the 

simultaneously through several processing units. The 

number of input channels that need to process will 

determine the number of the main processing unit. In this 

task, there are four input channels should be prepared 
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simultaneously. All these principle-handling units are then 

processed concurrently and produce the output in the same 

time.[6] 

 

 

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT VLC PROJECTS 
In this section, have been overview some of 

studies advantage and disadvantage of technique VLC 

visible light communication as shown in Table-1. 

 

Table-1. Comparison of different VLC projects. 
 

REFERENCE ADVANTAGE 

 

DISADVANTAGE 

 

PROJECT SUMMARY 

Jian Tang, Lin Zhang, 

“Efficient Real-Fourier 

Domain-Based Colour Shift 

Keying OFDM 

Implemented with Hartley 

Transform for Visible Light 

Communication System,” 

2017 Nov 16.[7] 

In visible light communication 

(VLC) system, the colour shift 

keying (CSK) modulation scheme 

has been employed and combined 

with orthogonal frequency 

division multiplexing (OFDM) to 

improve the spectrum efficiency. 

The traditional fast Fourier 

transform (FFT) based OFDM 

module requires the CSK symbols 

to be Hermitian symmetric, which 

Induces the waste of the 

bandwidth. 

In this paper, they propose a real-

Fourier domain-based CSK 

modulated OFDM scheme with 

Hartley transform for VLC system 

over real-valued VLC channel. 

Hasan Farahneh, Fatima 

Hussain, Xavier Fernando, 

“A new alarming system 

for an underground mining 

environment using visible 

light communications,” 

2017 Oct 5.[8] 

Introduce VLC based 

communication system for 

underground mines, for reducing 

the probability of accidents, and 

improving safety for mines work 

environment. 

Since the underground mines 

usually have large numbers of 

equipment’s and workers, 

increase in probability of 

shadowing. Effect of shadowing 

on VLC system is severe due to 

its line of sight propagation nature 

and hence, shadowing can 

seriously impair the system 

performance. 

In this paper they proposed a LED-

based communication system for 

underground mining environment. 

The system is comprised of LEDs, 

PDs and VLC enabled miner’s 

light. The system provides 

communication and illumination 

simultaneously. 

Zahir Ahmad,Sujan 

Rajbhandari, Omar Salih, 

Roger Green, 

“Demonstration of a multi-

hop underwater visible light 

communication system,” 

2017 Sept 4.[3] 

The underwater VLC link 

distance is limited to a few meters 

using LEDs. To overcome the 

short link distance issues, they 

proposed a multi-hop VLC 

system for both point-to-point 

and sensor applications, where a 

moderate distance is desired. 

The seawater performance was 

the worst, in terms of the frame 

success rate. As expected from 

the estimated BER, a reliable 

communication distance of only 

30 cm was achieved using sea 

water, whereas the canal water 

has 40% success rate at 90 cm. 

This paper demonstrates a multi-

hop underwater visible light 

communication (VLC) system 

using light emitting diodes (LEDs). 

It is demonstrated that using a 

multi-hop technique, the overall 

underwater VLC distance can be 

increased significantly without 

adding significant complexity to the 

physical layer. 

Trio Adiono, Radhian Ferel 

Armansyah, Swizya Satira 

Nolika, Fadhli Dzil Ikram, 

Rachmad Vidya Wicaksana 

Putra, Amy Hamidah 

Salman, “Visible light 

communication system for 

wearable patient monitoring 

device,” 2017 Feb 9.[9] 

It can help the specialist to 

observe the patient's condition. 

Besides, VLC innovation is more 

secure and more agreeable to 

utilize. 

Communication distance for 0
0 

angles is limited to 2.5 m with 

field of view 80
0
. 

The proposed system involves of 

patient and coordinator devices, 

which can exchange data using 

VLC and IR signals. It implements 

uplink and downlink. 

Communication distance for 0° 

angle can reach 2.5 m with field of 

view 80°. Optical frequency for 

visible light is 25 kHz, while for 

infrared is 1500 Hz. 

Dang Quang Hien, 

MyungsikYoo, “Handover 

in Outdoor Visible Light 

Communication System,” 

2017 April 17.[10] 

During the handover process, the 

vehicles do not use all but only a 

small portion of the bandwidth 

for transmitting the handover 

request frame. The major portion 

of the bandwidth is still used for 

transmitting the user data. 

The handover delay is always the 

same regardless of the speed of 

vehicle. But since the sojourn 

time of the vehicle in each group 

is shortened as the vehicle speed 

increases, the handover delay 

ratio increases when the vehicle 

speed increases. 

Handover procedure in an outdoor 

Vehicle to Infrastructure Visible 

Light Communication (V2IVLC) 

system. In V2IVLC system, 

vehicles moving in the street 

communicates with groups of LED 

street lights using cameras. The 

handover procedure proposed in 

this work would help to vehicles 

transferring the communication 

from one LED group to another. 
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SUGGESTED METHODOLOGY 
Overall Flow of the Visible Light 

Communication System Basically, the system transfer data 

from one device to another device, by using the transmitter 

and receiver, which is discussed in next session. The data 

information that will be send within the device through the 

VLC is an image that will be displayed on the monitor. 

For the first phase of designing the VLC system, all the 

components of the system will be tested in order to 

identify the behavioural and the limitation of the 

component. After all the component had been tested, result 

of components testing will be collected to help in father 

design of the system. Then, the second phase of this 

project is to design the single process of data transmission. 

In the design, there will be one transmitter and one 

receiver that will transmit the data. The first design of 

single process data transmission, there will be for one bit 

of data transmission. After the first design is successful 

and satisfied, the second design of the process is in 8 bit of 

data that will be used for image transfer. 

After the single process of data transmission is 

satisfied, spatial parallelism will be applied in order to 

design the multiple data transmission process. For this 

process, there will two transmitters and two receivers that 

will integrate with the DE1-Soc board. In this process, 

transmitters will concurrently send the data and receivers 

will concurrently capture the data. If the transmitter is 

enable for transmitting the data, the receivers of the same 

device will be disable in order to focus on one task at a 

time. The next phase of this project is to design the VGA 

system that will display the image on the monitor. For the 

first design of the VGA system, the image generator will 

be designed for a simple testing of VGA system and the 

image data are in 8 bit of ‘1’ and ‘0’. After the first design 

is successful and satisfied, the design is continue by using 

an actual data of an image and display the result through 

the monitor. 

Finally, the last phase of this project is the 

integration of multiple process of data transmission and 

the VGA design. If the integration is successful, prototype 

of the VLC system will be created to fulfil the requirement 

of the system. Figure-14. shows the overall flow of 

designing the VLC system. 

 

 

 

 

DESIGN OF VLC SYSTEM 
A VLC Transceivers will be design by using 

FPGA, transmitter and receiver. The FPGA that will be 

using for this project is DE1-SoC board that was 

compatible with the system. Next, the transmitter and the 

receiver will be installed on the FPGA board for 

processing, transmitting and receiving the data. According 

to the block diagram shown in Figure-15. the data 

intended to be transmitted by the light emitting diode 

(LED) from the transmitter to free space and the 

photodiode in the Receiver will capture the data.  

The Visible light is used to transmit data between 

transmitter and receiver and the visible light is produced 

by using light emitting diode. LED has many effective 

parameters that must consider when designing the circuit. 

The most important parameters are the brightness of LED, 

which is measured in units of Lumens. Another important 

parameter is the amount of current drawn by the LED 

which affects the power dissipated by the LED. 

Photodiode considered a device that converts light into 

electrical charges that can produce voltage output as well 

as the current output. Our system is operating at Visible 

light spectrum (400nm-700nm). Therefore, spectrum 

sensitivity of the photodiode must support the visible light 

spectrum. Figure-16. shows the top-level design of FPGA 

with transmitter and receiver. 

 

 
 

Figure-14. The overall flow of designing VLC system. 

 

 
 

Figure-15. Block diagram of VLC transmission system. 
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Figure-16. Top-level design of FPGA with transmitter and receiver. 

 

Transceivers will be connected to the LCD 

monitor to display the result and verified the data in the 

transceiver 1 with transceiver 2 correlate with each other. 

Next, the rate of data transfer will be measured by 

changing the brightness of the LED and the distance 

between transmitter and receiver. Figure-17. shows the 

block diagram of VLC system for single transceiver. 

 

 

 
 

Figure-17. Block diagram of VLC system for single of 

transceiver. 

 

Each FPGA board will be equipped with 

additional transmitter and receiver to improve the data 

transmission. Then, the system will be designed to control 

the data transmission between the lines of the transceivers. 

By using Parallelism, multiple data transfers can be 

achieved, as the instruction of the design can be executed 

in parallel. Next, after the parallelism is already applied in 

the design. Both transceivers will be connected with the 

LCD Monitors in order to display the result of data 

transmission for multiple transceivers and the result will 

be compared between the single process and the multiple 

process of data transmission. Figure-18. shows the block 

diagram of VLC system for multiple transceiver. 

 

 
 

Figure-18. Block diagram of VLC system for multiple 

transceivers. 

 

In the next undertaking of this project, the data 

information will be transferred and stored in the cloud. 

Furthermore, Cloud computing offers many advantages 

such as constant availability, instant access and the system 

are programmed to form a flexible and independent trusted 

third party computer platform all within the cloud 

infrastructure. For the first attempt may not produce the 

results that we desire. Then, an analysis will be made to 

identify the areas of improvement for the system. 

 

RESULT 

By following the methodology as stated in 

previous chapter, the Visible Light Communication 

System is then being built, and giving a presentable result 

and throughput. In this chapter, every single step involving 

in designing the system is discussed in details. The 

designing step begin with component testing, to 

understand the characteristic and behaviour of the 

component which will used. According to the tested result, 

the system is being built to fulfil the objectives of this 

project. Then, the single processing unit was designed for 

simpler testing of the VLC system. After the single 

processing design result is satisfied, the multiple 

processing unit was designed by implementing the spatial 

parallelism. Next, the flow of the design continue by 

designing the VGA system in order to test with a simple 

process and then integrate the design with VLC system. 

Lastly, prototype of the system was created to complete 

project. 
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A. Component testing 
Before the system build, components have to be 

tested first. There were two main component that need to 

be test in this project, which is the LED as the transmitter 

and the photodiode as the receiver. Figure-19. shows the 

LED transmitter test. The LED is connected with the 

GPIO of the DE1 board that provide 3.3 volt to light up 

the LED. Noted that the maximum illumination of the 

LED is 1040 lm 

 

. 
 

Figure-19. The LED transmitter test. 

 

Next the Photodiode receiver module is 

connected with the GPIO in order to test the reaction of 

the receiver. On the module, there is built-in green LED 

that will light up if the photodiode capture the light signal. 

The maximum distance for the photodiode module to 

detect the signal is 60 cm. Figure-20. shows the initial 

state of photodiode when no light signal is capture while 

Figure-21. shows the response of the receiver when 

capturing the light signal. 

 

 
 

Figure-20. The initial state of photodiode. 

 

 
 

Figure-21. The response of the receiver. 

 

 

 

B. Single processing unit design testing 
After the components had been tested and the 

result was satisfied, the single processing unit is the being 

designed. The first design is to transfer 1 bit of data 

between the transmitter and receiver. Figure-22. shows the 

result of 1 bit data transmission. The built-in red LED on 

the DE1-SoC board is light up if the photodiode receive 

the data. Then, the single processing unit is being tested by 

transmitting 8 bit of data between the transmitter and 

receiver. Figure-23. shows the transmitting of 8 bit data. 

Built-in LED on the board from LEDR 0 to 7 indicate the 

result of 8 bit data transmission. 

 

 
 

Figure-22. Result of 1 bit data transmission. 

 

 
 

Figure-23. Transmitting of 8 bit data. 
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C. Applying spatial parallelism 
After every result had been satisfied, it is time to 

apply the spatial parallelism on the system. The processing 

unit is then being duplicate to two transmitters and two 

receivers for each device. Each of them is the doing its 

operation by itself. The multiple process of data 

transmission is duplicating the 8 bit process of single 

process of data transmission by two for transmitters and 

receivers.  

 

D. VGA design testing 

After Spatial parallelism successfully 

implemented in DE1-SoC, the result then will be display 

through the monitor using VGA, since the main did not 

have built LCD display. Figure-24. Shows that the monitor 

display a white image. The first design of VGA testing is a 

white image that did not have an actual data of a picture.  

 

 
 

Figure-24. The monitor display white image. 

 

E. Prototype design 

The last step is to create the prototype and 

interface with the system design. Figure-25. shows the 

prototype of visible light communication system. The 

components is connected to the box in parallel state with 

the transmitters and the receivers is located side by side. 

There are two transceiver which is one and two connected 

to the board. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure-25. The prototype of visible light communication 

system. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
The Visible Light Communication system is a 

communication between transmitter and receiver that will 

transfer the data information through visible light. The 

application of VLC system is applied to data transmission 

process such sending picture, audio, video and other types 

of data information. In this project, the transmitter, 

receiver and VGA need to be designed in the FPGA in 

order to be implemented successfully. Without primarily 

designing all three of the architecture the VLC system 

cannot be met. The data transmission of 8 bit data and 

VGA system of simple image was achieved. The LED on 

the DE1-SoC board lights up presenting the 8 bit data that 

had been transferred. A simple white image is displayed 

on the monitor from the VGA system design. Future Work 

In the process of the designing this project, there are 

several problem that need to be solve such as the 

important of line of sight. Whereby with better alignment 

of the transmitter and the receiver, distance between the 

components can be greater. In order for accurate data 

transmission the data rate and clock cycle must be 

precisely arranged. This feature must be done so as to 

follow the limitation of the components.  
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